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News in brief

Skoda close to selling Russian assets

PRAGUE: Czech carmaker Skoda Auto, a unit of
German giant Volkswagen, said Thursday it was
closing in on a deal to sell its assets in Russia.
Skoda suspended production at its two Russian
plants-Kaluga and Nizhny Novgorod-shortly after
Russia invaded Ukraine in February 2022. Skoda,
which produced about 780,000 cars globally in
2022, was in charge of management and financial
governance over the group’s activities in Russia.
“The Volkswagen group has analyzed various sce-
narios for the future of our business options in
Russia,” Skoda board chairman Klaus Zellmer told
reporters. “The preferred option is to sell the
assets of Volkswagen Group Russia... to a third
party.” “We are in the final stages of finalising the
deal and are expecting to close it rather soon,”
Zellmer said, adding that he could not go into detail
before the deal is signed. —AFP

Norway rejects cable project

OSLO: The Norway government on Thursday
rejected plans for an undersea electricity cable
with Scotland amid a debate on the Scandinavian
country’s energy independence and whether it
should be exporting electricity. The Norwegian
oil and energy ministry said it was saying ‘no’ to
the NorthConnect project because the country
needed to meet its own energy needs at com-
petitive rates. “It is important for the govern-
ment to ensure that we have a power system
that can at all times fulfill the basic needs of
power supply,” Oil and Energy Minister Terje
Aasland said in a statement.  — AFP

Shares of First Republic plunge 

NEW YORK: Shares of First Republic Bank
nosedived on Wall Street Thursday following a
report that the embattled California bank is
considering strategic options, including a possi-
ble sale. Shares were off around 30 percent in
early trading, the latest rout in a bruising
stretch that has seen it lose around three-quar-
ters of its value in a week. Founded in 1985,
First Republic is the 14th largest US bank by
assets, with $212 billion at the end of 2022.
Headquartered in San Francisco, First Republic
is also present on the East Coast, including in
New York and Florida, as well as in western
states such as Washington and Wyoming. The
bank is known for private banking and wealth
management. As a result of its clientele, the
bank has a large percentage of uninsured
deposits that has kept it under scrutiny after the
failures of Silicon Valley Bank, Signature and
Silvergate. S&P Global Ratings said 68 percent
of the bank’s deposits are from accounts of
more than $250,000, the level automatically
guaranteed by US regulators. “We believe the
risk of deposit outflows is elevated at First
Republic Bank despite the actions of federal
banking regulators and the bank act ively
increasing its borrowing availability to mitigate
risk associated with the bank failures over the
last week,” S&P said Wednesday as it down-
graded the rating on First Republic. — AFP

FRANKFURT: The European Central Bank stuck to a
planned interest rate increase Thursday as it remained
laser-focused on battling sky-high inflation despite
market turmoil over fears of a widening banking crisis.
The bank’s half percentage point increase was its sixth
in a row and it said there was “more ground to cover”,
although it signaled a potentially dovish turn, dropping
language about the need to raise rates “significantly”
going forward.

US and European stock markets wavered at first,
with Wall Street opening in the red, but rebounded as
investors digested the ECB’s statement. Policymakers
had faced calls to slow their aggressive hiking cam-
paign after the collapse of Silicon Valley Bank and
Signature Bank in the United States, the sector’s
biggest failures since the 2008 financial crisis. 

European Central Bank president Christine Lagarde
said Thursday there was “no tradeoff” between price
and financial stability, after the institution hiked rates
again despite concerns about banking sector turmoil.
By implementing its latest increase of 50 basis points-
despite calls to slow down in the face of market

upheavals-the ECB was “demonstrating this, we are
addressing the price stability issue,” she said.

The move is “what we had intended, and because
inflation is projected to remain way above our target
and for too long,” she said. Fears of contagion have
spread to Europe, with a market rout forcing Credit
Suisse to tap a financial lifeline from the Swiss central
bank. After its share price crumbled on Wednesday,
Switzerland’s second biggest bank, already battling

multiple scandals, sought to stave off the latest crisis
by announcing it would borrow up to $54 billion from
the country’s central bank. Its shares soared more than
30 percent at the open Thursday, and European stock
markets rose.

‘Determined to fight inflation’ 
The ECB is the first major central bank to meet

since the banking turmoil began, with the US Federal
Reserve and Bank of England next in line next week.
“We are determined to fight inflation,” Lagarde said at
a press conference after the meeting. Its latest deci-
sion leaves the three main rates in the 20-nation cur-

rency club 3.5 percentage points higher than July.
The ECB also noted the eurozone’s banks were

“resilient, with strong capital and liquidity positions”,
and Lagarde insisted the institution was poised to act
if needed. “We are monitoring current market tensions
closely and stand ready to respond as necessary to
preserve price stability and financial stability in the
euro area,” she said. In the face of calls to slow rate
hikes amid the banking turmoil, Lagarde insisted there
was “no tradeoff” between price and financial stability.

ING economist Carsten Brzeski noted that “price
stability concerns clearly trump any financial stability
worries-at least for the time being”. He predicted,
however, that the ECB may “turn more dovish” in the
coming weeks, “probably hinting at a slowdown in the
pace and size of any further rate hikes”.

The bank increased its projection for eurozone
GDP growth this year to 1.0 percent due in part to
falling energy prices. It had previously forecast 0.5
percent growth for this year. It also lowered its infla-
tion forecast for this year-to 5.3 percent, from 6.3 per-
cent previously.

Focus shifts to Fed 
All eyes will be on the Fed next week. There is much

debate over whether the US central bank will continue
with its rate tightening campaign as the collapse of
SVB has been widely linked to the sharp rise in bor-
rowing costs over the past year. SVB imploded after
taking a $1.8 billion loss on the sale of a portfolio that
included bonds whose value dropped due to the rate
hikes. While Credit Suisse has been hit by the market
volatility, it had already been battling multiple scandals
in recent times. Its problems ranged from the bankrupt-
cy of British financial firm Greensill, in which some $10
billion had been committed, to the implosion of US fund
Archegos, which cost it more than $5 billion. Its annual
report this week acknowledged “material weaknesses”
in internal controls. The ECB has hiked rates at a histor-
ically fast pace to cool consumer prices after energy
and food costs shot up in the wake of Russia’s war in
Ukraine. Declining energy prices in recent months have
helped slow inflation to 8.5 percent in February. Cover
inflation, which excludes volatile energy and food
prices, remains stubbornly high, however. —AFP

ECB sticks to planned interest
rate hike despite market turmoil

ECB chief says ‘no tradeoff’ between price and financial stability

FRANKFURT: European Central Bank (ECB) President Christine Lagarde (right) arrives to addresses a press confer-
ence on the eurozone’s monetary policy in Frankfurt am Main, western Germany on March 16, 2023. — AFP

BEIJING: Baidu co-founder and CEO Robin Li speaks at the unveiling of Baidu’s AI chatbot ‘Ernie Bot’ at an event in
Beijing on March 16, 2023. — AFP

Baidu shares 
fall after AI 
chatbot debut
BEIJING: Chinese search engine company Baidu’s
shares fell as much as 10 percent on Thursday after
the company unveiled its ChatGPT-like AI software,
with investors unimpressed by the bot’s display of
linguistic and maths skills. The artificial intelligence-
powered ChatGPT, created by San Francisco com-
pany OpenAI, has caused a sensation for its ability
to write essays, poems or programming code on
demand within seconds, sparking widespread fears
of cheating or of professions becoming obsolete.

Chinese tech giants have joined the global rush
to develop rival software, with Alibaba and JD.com
also announcing similar projects. But Baidu’s “Ernie
Bot”, unveiled at a press event in Beijing on
Thursday, fell short of expectations with the com-
pany’s co-founder Robin Li showing only a pre-

recorded demonstration of the software’s capabili-
ties, rather than a live interaction.

The company showed audiences a screen
recording of the bot answering questions about
popular Chinese science fiction novel “The Three-
Body Problem” and generating a plot summary.

It also showed off Ernie Bot’s algebra skills
and generated audio in the Sichuanese and
Hakka dialects of Chinese. Baidu’s Hong Kong-
listed shares plunged immediately after the soft-
ware was unveiled, sliding by more than 10 per-
cent at one point. The company’s shares recov-
ered slightly afterwards, down around 7 percent
on Thursday afternoon.

Baidu says it intends to integrate the bot into its
search engine as well as its smart home devices,
with “real-world applications across industries”.
But China’s strict censorship and US restrictions on
chip sales could limit Baidu and other Chinese
companies’ AI ambitions. ChatGPT is blocked in
China, but the American software is gaining a base
of Chinese users who use virtual private networks
to get around the ban, deploying it to write essays
and cram for exams. — AFP

EU to lead green 
tech battle against 
US and China
BRUSSELS: The EU on Thursday announced
plans to push the bloc’s businesses to pro-
duce more clean technology in Europe to
challenge state-backed competition from the
United States and China.

Brussels told European industries producing
green technologies, such as solar and wind energy,
that obtaining permits and manufacturing will be
made easier under plans accused by some as pro-
tectionism. The European Commission, the EU’s
executive arm, wants at least 40 percent of green
tech to be produced in the EU by 2030.

The target featured in plans for a Net Zero
Industry Act published on Thursday to support
the EU’s bid to become a “climate neutral” econo-
my with zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
The commission hopes to achieve its objectives by
ensuring businesses obtain permits faster, and
says public tenders would be considered based on
green criteria that could favor European compa-
nies. “We will continue to trade with our partners.
Not everything will be made in Europe but more
should be made in Europe,” commission vice pres-
ident Frans Timmermans told reporters in Brussels.

The Net Zero Industry Act proposal was to be
made public Tuesday, but a standoff within the
commission over whether to include nuclear power,
a low-carbon energy, delayed the announcement.

In the end, nuclear featured in the text but the
provisions only apply to fourth generation reac-
tors that do not yet exist but would make it possi-
ble to reduce waste to almost zero, as well as small
reactors in development. Another landmark draft
regulation unveiled Thursday aims to secure sup-
plies of critical raw materials needed to make the
most of the electrical products consumers use
today, including smartphones.

‘Very open act’ 
Green technology production took on greater

urgency after the United States unveiled a $370-
billion “buy American” subsidy program for tax
credits and clean energy subsidies. European busi-
nesses have warned that lavish subsidies elsewhere
alongside lower energy bills could tempt the conti-
nent’s firms to Asia or North America, and EU offi-
cials have complained that the IRA will discrimi-
nate against Europe’s industry. Part of the EU’s
response to the IRA has included controversially
loosening state aid rules for green technology
and last week the commission allowed members
to match subsidies offered in other countries. The
clean technology sector is expected to be worth
600 billion euros ($630 billion) worldwide by
2030, more than three times current levels.

Some have questioned the bloc’s “protection-
ist” objectives. “The purpose of this law and how
the draft was written is not to achieve faster
decarbonisation, but it’s basically to reshore
production and that is a protectionist goal,” said
Niclas Poitiers, research fellow at the Brussels-
based Bruegel think tank. “This is about making
sure that batteries and solar panels are pro-
duced in the EU.” European Commission
President Ursula von der Leyen, however, this
week dismissed such claims and insisted the
proposal was in fact “a very open act”.

Too much reliance 
The EU also wants to meet the rapidly growing

need for raw materials, much of which it currently
imports from China, to avoid relying on one coun-
try for a specific product. China currently domi-
nates in many sectors including semiconductors,
critical minerals, batteries and solar panels.

When Moscow invaded Ukraine in 2022, the
EU scrambled to find fossil fuels elsewhere
instead of Russia after years of relying on
Russian energy. Thursday’s  Cri t ica l  Raw
Materials Act draft said the EU wants the bloc
to meet 10 percent of the demand for mining
and extraction of raw materials.

“We have resources in Europe. We must find
the means to extract them,” the EU’s internal mar-
ket commissioner Thierry Breton said. The text
says the EU should not rely on one single country
for more than 65 percent of imports for any
strategic raw material by 2030. But there would be
wiggle room if Brussels has a “strategic partner-
ship on raw materials” with a non-EU country.
Both proposals must be approved by member
states and European Parliament deputies, with
revisions likely to be made. — AFP

BRUSSELS: EU commissioner for internal market
Thierry Breton speaks during a press conference on
the Critical Raw Materials Act, the EU’s long-term
competitiveness strategy, and 30 years of the Single
Market at the EU headquarters in Brussels on March
16, 2023.— AFP

Saudi officials 
downplay risks to 
global bank sector
RIYADH: Saudi finance officials on Thursday down-
played risks to the global banking sector after days
of market turmoil fuelled by the implosion of two
tech industry lenders and pressures on Credit Suisse.
“I think large banks are properly supervised and
therefore the risk that some people see, I don’t see-
at least the well-known large institutions worldwide,”
Saudi Finance Minister Mohammed Al-Jadaan told
AFP in an interview.

His comments came one day after Credit Suisse’s
shares closed 24 percent lower after the chairman of
Saudi National Bank, its main shareholder, said it
would not raise its stake due to regulatory constraints.
Credit Suisse rallied on the stock market Thursday
after grabbing a $54 billion central bank lifeline in a
bid to restore investor confidence.

“To me, the reaction of yesterday was possibly an
overreaction simply because the market is very edgy,”
Jadaan said. Saudi National Bank chairman Ammar Al-
Khudairy also minimized what he described as a “pan-
ic”. “If you look at how the entire banking sector has

dropped, unfortunately, a lot of people were just look-
ing for excuses,” he told CNBC.

“It’s panic, a little bit of panic. I believe completely
unwarranted, whether it be for Credit Suisse or for the
entire market.” Without citing specific financial institu-
tions, Jadaan said “multiple failures” including on the
regulatory front had fuelled troubles in the sector-
”whether it is supervisory, whether it is management,
whether it is concentration, whether it is mismatch of
asset liability”. He added that he did not believe those
risks applied to the kingdom.

“Just focusing on Saudi, you will go back to history,
and you will hear a lot of comments that the two regu-
lators in Saudi Arabia are quite conservative. And
that’s what we then benefit from in a situation of dis-
tress,” he said. He spoke to AFP on the second and
last day of a conference in Riyadh intended to high-
light reforms in the Saudi financial sector, part of
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman’s sweeping
“Vision 2030” reform agenda. The world’s biggest
crude exporter is pitching a growing stock market,
low inflation and last year’s official GDP increase of
8.7 percent as lures for investors. On Sunday energy
giant Saudi Aramco said it achieved “record” profits
totaling $161.1 billion in 2022. “I think what attracts
people particularly at this time and this region-partic-
ularly Saudi Arabia-is it is a region that is largely
managed in a way that we haven’t seen the troubles
that we have seen elsewhere,” Jadaan said. — AFP


